ABSTRACT This paper presents a decoupled active and reactive power control scheme for grid-tied quasi-impedance source cascaded multilevel inverter (qZS-CMI). For photovoltaic (PV) applications, the proposed control scheme is based on an enhanced finite-set model predictive control (MPC) to harvest the desired active power from the PV modules with the ability to provide the ancillary services for the grid. The proposed control scheme has two modes of operation: normal grid mode and low voltage ride through (LVRT) mode. In normal grid mode, the controller commands the qZS-CMI to operate at the global maximum power point (MPP). The proposed technique regulates the impedance network's current and voltage according to the MPP of PV strings and grid current/voltage requirements. In LVRT mode, the controller commands the qZS-CMI to provide the required reactive power to the grid during voltage sags as an ancillary service from the inverter as imposed by the grid codes. The main features of the proposed system include the global MPP operation during normal grid condition, LVRT capability during a grid voltage sag, mitigation of the PV modules mismatch effect on overall energy harvesting, seamless transition between a normal grid and LVRT modes of operation, and an efficient predictive controller that exploits the model redundancies in the control objectives. Several real-time experiments are conducted to verify the system performance with transients in both the solar irradiance and the grid voltage.
first stage performs DC/DC boost conversion and maximum power point tracking (MPPT) of PV, and the second stage performs DC/AC conversion using a VSI [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The use of cascaded multilevel inverter (CMI) topology is practical for PV energy harvesting systems, as the MPPT can be modularized for each VSI cell thus requiring less voltage across each VSI [7] . This would also able to address the mismatch in PV module voltage-current characteristics, caused by either manufacturing differences or inconsistencies in solar irradiance. In this paper, both issues will be generally referred to as PV mismatch. Additionally, the diminished harmonic content of the CMI output voltage can reduce output filter requirements to adhere to grid THD standards [8] , [9] . However, the double stage configuration of the CMI cells decreases the overall system efficiency, incurs low transient response, etc [10] [11] [12] [13] . Removing the DC/DC boost conversion stage and coupling the PVs to their DC bus would mitigate this, but will lead to unbalanced DC link voltage under PV mismatch scenarios [14] and diminish the MPP operating capability.
The voltage-fed Z-Source Inverter (ZSI) [15] has some benefits over the traditional VSI/CSI and can achieve both buck and boost operations and thus can directly couple the PV with the grid in a single-stage manner. The ZSI incorporates an impedance network between the DC source and the inverter bridge. This allows for an additional switching state, often called the shoot-through state, enabling buck/boost capabilities. The quasi Z-source inverter (qZSI) is an improvement over the ZSI, as it prevents discontinuous current at the PV side, increasing the lifespan of the PVs [16] . The qZSI can replace the traditional full-bridge inverter cells of the CMI, referred to as the quasi-Z-source cascaded multilevel inverter (qZS-CMI). However, incorporating an appropriate shoot-through duty ratio requires implementation of a complex switching modulator. Additionally, distributed generation (DG) should provide ancillary services to achieve a resilient utility grid, this feature requires a complex multiloop control scheme when using classical control approaches particularly for qZS-CMI [17] , [18] . Finite-set model predictive control (MPC) is a potential candidate to address the challenges in the control of grid-tied qZS-CMI with advanced functionalities such as ancillary grid services. Finite-set MPC eliminates the need for a switching modulator. In addition, multi-objective control schemes can be implemented in a straightforward manner. However, traditional finite-set MPC optimizes its control objectives via an overall cost function, in which all predicted errors on control objectives are evaluated and summed for each achievable switching state. This requires tuning the weight factors of each control objective. There is no standard method for this procedure, and suggested procedures such as branchand-bound [19] are particularly arduous for MPC schemes with more than two objectives. Traditional finite-set MPC is also computationally burdensome, especially for cascaded multilevel inverter topologies and other topologies with large sets of switching states, and thus may not achieve feasible sampling frequencies.
The analysis of qZS-CMI topologies is investigated in [20] [21] [22] [23] . In [24] , MPC for a grid-tied qZS multilevel inverter is proposed; however non-linearities and fluctuations of PV sources are not considered in the control scheme. Further, it does not investigate the ability to provide ancillary grid services, which will be necessary for a high PV-penetrated grid. The power electronics interface (PEI) for grid-tied renewable energy sources (RES) should be able to support the grid resiliency in addition to the extraction and transfer of power from RES to grid. E.ON-Netz grid code [25] mandates the low voltage ride through (LVRT) capability of PEI, which requires the PEI to retain grid connection and inject reactive power during grid voltage sag for a pre-defined amount of time. The E.ON suggests that PEI must inject entirely reactive power if grid voltage drops below 50% of the rated value [25] .
Although MPC for the qZS-CMI topology has not been studied in literature to our knowledge, MPC techniques have been discussed for the CMI [26] [27] [28] . Cortés et al. [28] discuss MPC of a three-phase CMI with an RL load. The authors note the problem of increased calculations with multilevel topologies and mitigate this for their application by removing redundant voltage vectors with high commonmode voltage. Only current control is implemented for this MPC scheme, and redundant switching states are determined according to the output voltage vector. However, when MPC is used for both AC and DC-side control in a grid-connected application, this method of switching state elimination is not applicable.
This paper proposes a computationally efficient decoupled active and reactive power control scheme via MPC framework for a single phase qZS-CMI with 5-level output voltage. The decoupled power control scheme is advantageous to regulate the required reactive power and adjust active power injection independently during LVRT grid fault conditions. The novel control structure eliminates the overall cost function and applies a hierarchical objective structure that has been optimized offline to remove superfluous cost computations for practical realization of MPC for multilevel inverters. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II explains the grid-tied qZS-CMI as a primer to the control system. Section III describes the predictive model and reference signal generation, which are the inputs to the controller. In section IV, the novel and highly efficient predictive controller is explained. In section V, the controller performance is verified through several case studies. Finally, a summary of the findings are provided with the conclusion in Section VI. Fig. 1 shows the qZS-CMI along with its predictive decoupled active and reactive power control scheme. Five-level qZS-CMI is interfaced with single-phase 120VRMS, 60Hz grid. The controller works in two modes of operation: i) normal grid mode when grid voltage sag is not more than 10% of its rating, in this mode the MPPT technique is triggered to harvest the global maximum power from the PV cells; and ii) the LVRT mode for grid voltage sags of more than 10% threshold. In this mode, the qZS-CMI will move from MPP operation to support grid based on desired reactive power injection (RPI) strategies [29] .
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. NORMAL GIRD MODE
A modified Perturb and Observe based MPPT with adaptive power generation constraint is used to generate the PV current reference or qZSI input inductor (L 1,1 , L 1,2 ) current reference. Two independent PI controllers for both qZSI cells are used to generate the respective active current reference which upon summation gives the total i d needed for injection to the grid by qZS-CMI. In this mode, reactive power component i q is kept at zero, making the qZS-CMI inject purely active power to the grid. The final i d and i q then transformed into stationary frame to compose i a,ref along with the i L1,1 and i L1,2 references from MPPT algorithm. The MPPT algorithm contains an adaptive power point to facilitate the dual-mode operation of the proposed system; the MPPT algorithm is explained in more detail in section II.C.
B. LOW VOLTAGE RIDE THROUGH MODE
This mode is triggered when the grid voltage is less than 90% of its rated magnitude. A PLL with a second order generalized integrator (SOGI) based orthogonal signal generator (OSG) [30] is used to detect the grid voltage magnitude as well as its phase angle at PCC for the control scheme as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The LVRT mode operation performance is tested for three reactive power injection strategies introduced in [29] : constant average active power, constant peak current, and constant active current.
In constant average active power strategy, the reactive power reference is added to the maximum real power harnessed from the PVs to determine the overall current to be injected into the grid. In constant peak current strategy, if the summation of active and reactive current components exceeds the peak current limit, real power from the PV is decreased to the right of the P-V curve. This maintains the peak current value within the pre-defined limit, thus providing inherent overcurrent protection during LVRT conditions. While, the constant active current strategy is the middle ground of the two other methods. The active current component is not increased to compensate for the voltage VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. MPPT algorithm with adaptive power point.
sag, unlike in the constant average active power strategy. It will thus decrease active power injected to the grid. Overcurrent risks are apparent with this strategy but are less severe than the constant average active power strategy. These strategies will be explained in greater detail in the following section.
C. MPPT WITH ADAPTIVE POWER GENERATION
While this system operates with centralized controller that is common to all the systems' PV modules, each PV module holds its own MPPT algorithm, where it adjusts the power according to the grid condition. This allows each PV module to operate independently, making the system more robust to PV mismatching conditions. The algorithm in place of conventional MPPT is shown in Fig. 2 . This allows the power point to be pulled away from the MPP, in accordance with the RPI strategy. The MPPT algorithm is adjusted to adhere to:
In MPPT mode, the P lim is set to the maximum power that can be extracted from the PV strings (P MPP ), thus the algorithm works as a MPP tracker. In LVRT mode, the P lim may be adjusted according to RPI strategy. When P PV (k) exceeds P lim (k), the current reference decreases, increasing the operating voltage and pulling the operating point to the right of the MPP (according to the P-V characteristic curve). The operating point will continue to fall until P PV (k) falls below P lim (k), where it will then settle at the new operating point. The P lim (k) calculation for each RPI strategy is explained below: Constant average active power strategy: P lim (k) is kept constant at the maximum power point during voltage sags, thus the control will continue to extract constant power when transitioning in and out of LVRT mode.
Constant active current strategy: Unlike constant average active power strategy where the active current component will increase to compensate for the voltage sag, active power injection will adapt to the grid's condition for this RPI strategy. The new power reference is calculated as:
where i d,rated is the peak of the injected current in MPPT mode. The new peak of the grid voltage is detected:
where e d (k) and e q (k) are the decoupled grid voltage components in the rotating frame, determined from the stationary reference frame grid components by SOGI based OSG. The power transferred from the PV to the grid will ensure the active component of the current remains constant, but overall PV power extraction will decrease in proportion to the grid voltage sag. Constant peak current strategy: This strategy considers the current limit of the inverter, by factoring in the reactive current to be injected according to grid codes. Here, the power reference is determined by:
where i q,ref is the peak reactive current that conforms to grid codes for the given voltage sag. Extracting this power from the PV string ensures the peak current will not exceed the inverter's rated current when the control transitions to LVRT mode. 
III. PREDICTIVE MODEL AND REFERENCE GENERATION
A distributed predictive control strategy is proposed for the qZS-CMI; the i L1 control is modularized for each PV string, while the injected grid-side current is accumulated from each qZSI cell. In general, a finite-set model predictive controller has three components: the predictive model, reference signal generation, and cost function optimization. The proposed controller does not implement an overall cost function, thus the first two components are discussed in this section, and the optimization is discussed in the following section.
A. PREDICTIVE MODEL
Each qZSI cell is analyzed for both of its active and shootthrough states of operation which is required to develop predictive model equations for the control implementation. Table I shows the dynamic equations of qZSI in both active/non-shoot-through and shoot-through states. The grid current predictive model derives from the AC-side KVL equation:
where v ML qZSI denotes the voltage vector which is the summation of the voltage vectors by both qZSI cells as shown in Fig. 1 . i a is the injected current to the grid, L is the filter inductance with R as its equivalent series resistance. Discretizing the differential term in (5) with the forward Euler approximation and rearranging terms gives the nextstate prediction of i a :
The predicted inductor current i L1 for each cell is given by:
where j denotes the qZSI cell number, i
is the cell j input inductor current predition and δ is non-shoot-through indicator, i.e. δ is equal to zero in shoot-through mode.
B. REFERENCE SIGNAL GENERATION
The proposed MPC scheme includes three references: input inductor current of cell 1 qZSI (i L1,1 ), input inductor current of cell 2 qZSI (i L1,2 ), and injected current to the grid (i a ). As shown in section II.C, the reference signals for i L1,1 and i L1,2 are generated by the MPPT algorithm based on the power extraction requirement and grid condition. Furthermore, the grid current reference is generated by its two [29] , [31] . Finally, these d and q current references with angle information from PLL will be converted into (8) , which is the AC grid current reference for the MPC controller.
IV. EFFICIENT CONTROLLER AND STABILITY ANALYSIS
All feasible switching states of the qZS-CMI are listed in Table II for prediction of control objectives. These include all active, zero, and shoot-through states. The control scheme takes advantage of the cost redundancy of the i L1 (k + 1) predictions, as the predictions are equal for all switching states except shoot-through. In this section, i L1 next-state VOLUME 7, 2019
predictions for shoot-through and non-shoot-through modes will be referred to as i L1 ST (k + 1) and i L1 NST (k + 1), respectively, for clarity and conciseness. The control algorithm is discussed in more detail in the following subsections.
A. VOLTAGE WINDOW
When implementing a multilevel inverter, it is preferable to reduce harmonic content of the output voltage without interfering with grid current optimization. This is achieved by applying a voltage window for each switching state. This control will only consider voltage levels within one step of the previous output voltage level. This has the added benefit of reducing the number of switching considerations. The voltage window is applied by using the selected switching state as a feedback to the controller, to determine which voltage levels can be considered for the following time step.
B. COST PACKAGE CONSTRUCTION
For every time step, one cost package is constructed for each qZS cell and sent to the supervisory controller. The cost packages contain all needed information for the supervisory controller to automatically filter out switching states that are unable to optimize the input current objective or adhere to the voltage window. The cost packages and previous output voltage constitute the addresses of associated reduced optimization sets. Algorithm 1 evaluates the cost of the i L1 objectives for both ST and NST scenarios. The cost packages rank each scenario by row and contains the cost of each scenario in the second column. In most cases, the grid current optimizer only needs to know which state should be implemented for i L1 optimization, but knowing the control cost of the second-rank objective is needed when i L1 optimization and the voltage window constraint conflict, as is explained in the following subsection.
C. EFFICIENT SUPERVISORY PREDICTIVE CONTROL
The control algorithm uses the previous voltage level and the input current control objective to filter out several switching states. Fig. 3 outlines the supervisory control algorithm, and it specifies the switching states that are remaining to optimize injected grid current. The control paths all differ to satisfy the voltage window and i L1 control constraints. For example, consider the scenario when the previous output voltage was +2V DC and Algorithm 1 has determined both input currents are optimized in the non-shoot-through state. The shootthrough switching states must be eliminated. Additionally, to satisfy the voltage window constraint, only the switching states which produce +V DC or +2V DC can be considered. Thus, the remaining switching states available for grid current optimization are limited to states 11-14 and 16, which produce an output voltage of +V DC and +2V DC , respectively. Now consider a similar scenario, except Algorithm 1 has determined that cell 1 must implement shoot-through for i L1,1 optimization. To allow for shoot-through of cell 1 and adhere to the voltage window constraint, a positive DC-link voltage level must be applied across cell 2; state 17 is the only There is one scenario in which the voltage window and input current control objectives cannot be met simultaneously. This occurs when v ML qZSI (k) is equal to ±2V DC , and both i L1 objectives are optimized by implementing shootthrough. This is because the DC-link voltage is zero when both cells are in shoot-through, which is not within the voltage window for v ML qZSI (k) equal to ±2V DC . Adhering to both i L1 objectives would violate the voltage window constraint, as the output voltage would be zero. To address this, the controller must decide which i L1 objective should be defied. The decision is made by comparing the second-rank cost of each qZS cell, and the cell with the highest rank cost implements shoot-through. That is, the cell with its input current objective more closely optimized in non-shoot-through will defy its i L1 objective. As shown in Fig. 3 , the second-row, second-column element of both cost packages are compared, and the cell with the highest second-rank cost implements shoot-through.
D. COMPARISON WITH TRADITIONAL FINITE-SET MPC
For the proposed system, traditional finite-set MPC considers 5 N switching states for every time step, where the system has N qZS cells. To optimize the same control objectives as in the proposed control, the cost function is:
where the λ 1−3 are scaling terms, commonly referred to as weight factors. Using this control approach would require preliminary design of the weight factors. As shown in Table  III , the cost computations required for this control scheme is 5 N (β + 1), where β is the number of control objectives. For the proposed five-level qZS-CMI, traditional finite-set MPC requires 100 cost function computations. In the proposed control, the number of cost computations is dependent on the cost packages and the previous voltage state. As shown in Fig. 3 , there are N 2 (2N + 1) control paths for the proposed controller, which can vary in the number of necessary switching states to consider for grid current optimization. In the proposed scheme, half of the control paths do not require any optimization. As shown in Table III , these iterations require only four cost computations, which are necessary to develop the cost packages. The control path with the most cost computations needed is the case where the previously implemented output voltage was zero and both i L1 objectives are optimized in the non-shoot-through state. Table III shows the average control path has over a ninety percent reduction in cost computation. It is notable that no functionality is lost in this architecture, as it only exploits cost redundancy of the input current predictive model, and applies higher priority to input current, as is typically done in predictively controlled quasi-Z-source inverters.
E. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Stability of the system is investigated by means of the Lyapunov stability analysis. The next-state converter output voltage v ML,opt qZSI (k + 1) necessary for optimal tracking is represented by:
Here, v ML qZSI (k + 1) is the CMI output voltage from the executable switching states, v ML,opt qZSI (k + 1) is the output voltage that will produce zero error in grid current in the following time step, and output voltage quantization error is defined as φ(k + 1). In this case, the magnitude of φ(k + 1) is less than or equal to l, where l R + . Since v ML qZSI (k + 1) is within a finite set and remains bounded, the hysteresis bounds with length φ(k + 1) must be bounded also, and therefore 'l' is certain to exist. Using the system parameters defined previously, the error in grid-side current is defined as:
Using (6):
The objective of the control is to diminish tracking error i a,err asymptotically to zero or to a miniscule error tolerance. The Lyapunov function L(k) is defined as:
From Lyapunov theorem, the time derivative of the Lyapunov function L(i a,err ) must always be negative for the convergence of i a,err to zero and for system stability. Thus, i a,err will tend to zero if and only if L(i a,err ) < 0. Using (12), VOLUME 7, 2019 the time derivative of the Lyapunov function is defined as:
The discrete future voltage vector that ensures a negative time derivative of L(i a−error ) is defined as:
For Lyapunov stability, the system should meet the following criteria:
Substituting (15) into (14):
Additionally, the grid-side current vector converges to a condensed equation:
From (16),
Thus, controlled parameters are within a bounded region, and therefore satisfy Lyapunov's stability criterion.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The performance of the proposed control scheme is tested during solar irradiance transients and grid voltage sags. Each RPI strategy presented in section II is showcased. The experiments are implemented with the dSPACE MicrolabBox control platform. A qZS-CMI with two 1kW PV modules connected to each inverter cell is used for the case studies. An RPI ramping rate of 2 p.u. is implemented for the case studies in each scenario, where reactive current saturates at 16.7A RMS for a fifty percent voltage sag. Additional system specifications are provided in Table IV . For each LVRT mode case study, a 20% grid voltage sag is induced, and the RPI is increased to 0.64kVAR, while active power injection varies for each RPI strategy. The major evaluation criteria considered in the case studies are: a) ability to adjust active and reactive power injection to the grid according to the desired RPI strategy during LVRT mode; b) seamless transition between LVRT and normal grid modes of operation; c) ability to operate at global MPP with mismatch in PV modules i.e. unbalance solar irradiance of PV modules connected to different qZSI cell. Fig. 4-Fig. 6 show the system dynamics response to grid voltage sag for average active power, constant peak current, and constant active current control strategies respectively. The grid-side voltage and current, i L1,1 , and v ML qZSI are captured for these case studies. In Fig. 4 Fig. 4c . The measured THD is 1.61%, well within the IEEE-519 standard of 5% [32] . Fig. 5 shows the constant peak current control strategy when the voltage sag occurs at t 2 . The injected active power decreases to about 1.32kW according to (4) . The reduction in power extraction from the PV arrays causes a reduction in DC link voltage, as shown in Fig. 5b . Consequently, a voltage reduction is seen across C 1,1 and C 1,2 . The PI controller reduces i d,ref to about 18.9A to return DC link voltage to normal condition. Grid current peak remains constant during voltage sag, but the grid current leads the voltage after instant t 2 while i L1 decreases. This indicates that the required reactive power is injected, while active power decreases according to constant peak current strategy. The FFT plot for the injected current during the voltage sag is shown in Fig. 5c . An increase in THD is noted when compared to the constant average active power RPI strategy, due to the change in the grid current magnitude. Fig. 6 shows RPI for constant active current after a voltage sag occurs at t 3 , where a reduction in i L1 is seen according to this RPI strategy. For this RPI strategy, active power injection decreases to 1.6kW. The MPPT algorithm of each qZS cell moves the PV operation point to right of the MPP, until reaching a power limit of 800W. The reduced power extraction from the PV arrays and the reactive power injection counteract their effects on the DC link voltage, and thus no transient is seen in the DC link voltage, as shown in Fig. 6b . Thus, the voltage across C 1,1 and C 1,2 is maintained, and i d,ref is unchanged. Therefore, applying (2) to the MPPT algorithm successfully maintains the active current injection during grid voltage transients. The FFT plot of grid current is shown in Fig. 6c . The measured THD is lower compared with the constant peak current strategy, due to larger grid current amplitude. For each FFT plot, it is noteworthy that the FFT analysis shows a uniform distribution of harmonic content across the frequency spectrum; this is a result of the variable switching frequency inherent to finite-set MPC In Fig. 7 , the grid recovers from voltage sag at t 4 , transitioning rapidly from average active power strategy in LVRT to MPPT mode. This is evidenced by the reduction in grid-side current amplitude and the phase alignment of grid-side current and voltage after t 4 . These experiments verify the controller performance based on aforementioned evaluation criteria (a) and (b). Fig. 9 shows the PV-side parameters for the step-change in solar irradiance at instant t 5 . As it is captured, the PV current and voltage adjusted to track the new MPP in less than 180ms after the transient occurred at t 5 , this case study demonstrates the fast-dynamic response of the proposed control scheme to step change in solar irradiance.
Finally, the system is tested under PV mismatching conditions to verify the controller performance according to aforementioned evaluation criteria (c). In Fig. 10 at t 6 , the solar FIGURE 7. System recovery from LVRT to normal grid conditions at instant t 4 using constant average active power control strategy.
FIGURE 8.
Step change in solar irradiance from 1000W/m 2 to 800W/m 2 at instant t 5 in normal grid mode. irradiance of the PV string connected to the qZSI cell 1 is reduced from 1000W/m 2 to 800W/m 2 , while the PV string of the qZSI cell 2 operates at 1000W/m 2 . The grid-side peak current and PV string 1 current, i PV 1 , are reduced according to the new MPP operation, while the PV string 2 current is maintained according to its MPP operation at 1000 W/m 2 . The solar irradiance of PV string 1 returns to 1000W/m 2 at t 7 . This case study demonstrates the robustness of the proposed control scheme to unbalance solar irradiance at cells of qZSI-CMI. As it is shown, each qZSI cell can independently boost its voltage, making the inverter more robust and preventing uneven voltage levels. The system maintains stability during PV string mismatch conditions.
VI. CONCLUSION
A power electronics interface and control scheme for a cascaded multilevel impedance-source inverter is presented in this paper. It is capable of operating each PV string independently and employs RPI during abnormal grid conditions to support grid stability. The efficient control scheme reduces over ninety percent of the cost computation on average, when compared to a finite-set MPC scheme with the same control objectives. With the decoupled active and reactive power control, the proposed system can support unity power factor of the grid during voltage sags. Additionally, the system is shown to remain stable during solar irradiance imbalances and transients in solar irradiance.
